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Lecture 2. Conditionals as restrictors
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Reminder on Stalnaker’s semantics



Let us review Stalnaker’s semantics for “if φ then ψ", the core of all other non-monotonic conditional semantics: I



Either φ holds at the actual world: w |= φ, and in that case, w |= φ > ψ iff w |= φ → ψ (no adjustment needed)



I



Or ¬φ holds at the actual world: w |= ¬φ, and so w |= φ > ψ iff f (φ, w) |= ψ (adjust w minimally to make it consistent with φ)
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Are conditionals binary connectives?



I



I



In all accounts we considered so far, we have assumed that the conditional is a binary connective. Yet compare: (1)



Always, if it rains, it gets cold.



(2)



Sometimes, if it rains, it gets cold.



Can the “if"-clause be given a uniform semantic role?
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Conditionals and coordination (Bhatt and Pancheva 2006) I



I



If-clauses can appear sentence-initially and sentence-finally. Not so with and and or : (3)



a. b.



Joe left if Mary left. If Mary left Joe left.



(4)



a. Joe left and Mary left. b. *and Mary left Joe left.



Even if, only if: (5)



a.



Lee will give you five dollars even if you bother him. b. *Lee will give you five dollars even and you bother him. M. Cozic & P. Egré
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Lycan 2001



I



Conjunction reduction (6)



I



a. I washed the curtains and turned on the radio b. *I washed the curtains if turned on the radio.



Gapping (7)



a. I washed the curtains and Debra the bathroom. b. *I washed the curtains if Debra the bathroom
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VP-ellipsis: (8)



I will leave if you do and John will leave if you do, too



(9)



I will leave if you do and John will do so too



“The data involving modification by only and even, and VP ellipsis phenomena provide strong evidence against the view that the antecedent and consequent of conditionals are coordinated. These data support the view that if-clauses are adverbials, like temporal phrases and clauses. Furthermore, pronominalization by then suggests that if-clauses are advervials, since their anaphoric reflex then - is an adverb". Bhatt and Pancheva 2006
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Syntactic representation One possibility: from Haegeman 2003



IP I’



NP John I



VP



will VP



Conditional clause



buy the book



if he finds it
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Warning



The previous tree accounts only for the position of sentence-final if. The real story is more complicated (and left for syntacticians!): Iatridou (1991) proposes that sentence-final if-clauses involve VP-adjunction, while sentence-initial if-clauses involve IP-adjunction. (Bhatt and Pancheva 2006)
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A first try (10)



a. b.



Always, if it rains, it gets cold. ∀t(R(t) → C(t))



(11)



a. b. c.



Sometimes, if it rains, it gets cold. ∃t(R(t) → C(t)). ∃t(R(t) ∧ C(t))



Obviously, the intended reading is (11)-c, and (11)-b is simply inadequate. The intended reading is: (12)



I



Some cases in which it rains are cases in which it gets cold. Problem: how can “if" be given a uniform semantic role? What about other adverbs: often, most of the time,...? M. Cozic & P. Egré
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Lewis 1975



I



If as an adverbial restrictor the if of our restrictive if-clauses should not be regarded as a sentential connective. It has no meaning apart from the adverb it restricts (Lewis 1975: 14).
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Kratzer 1991



“The history of the conditional is the story of a syntactic mistake. I



There is no two-place if...then connective in the logical forms of natural languages.



I



If-clauses are devices for restricting the domains of various operators.



I



Whenever there is no explicit operator, we have to posit one." (Kratzer 1991)
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Monadic predicate logic with most



1. Atomic formulae: Px, P 0 x, Qx, Q 0 x, ... 2. Boolean formulae: φ := Px|¬φ|φ ∧ φ|φ ∨ φ|φ → φ 3. Sentences: if φ, ψ are Boolean formulae: ∃xφ, ∀xφ, Most xφ, as well as [∃x : φ][ψ], [∀x : φ][ψ], [Most x : φ][ψ]. Terminology: [Qx : φ(x)][ψ(x)]: I



φ(x)= quantifier restrictor



I



ψ(x) = nuclear scope
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Semantics Model: M = hU, Ii 1. I(Px) ⊆ U 2. I(φ ∧ ψ) = I(φ) ∩ I(ψ) I(φ ∨ ψ) = I(φ) ∪ I(ψ) I(¬φ) = I(φ) I(φ → ψ) = I(φ) ∪ I(ψ) 3. M |= ∀xφ iff I(φ) = U M |= ∃xφ iff I(φ) 6= ∅ M |= Most xφ iff |I(φ)| > |I(¬φ)| 4. M |= [∀x : φ][ψ] iff I(φ) ⊆ I(ψ) M |= [∃x : φ][ψ] iff I(φ) ∩ I(ψ) 6= ∅ M |= [Most x : φ][ψ] iff |I(φ) ∩ I(ψ)| > |I(φ) ∩ I(ψ)|
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The case of most



I



|= [∀x : φ][ψ] ↔ ∀x(φ → ψ)



I



|= [∃x : φ][ψ] ↔ ∃x(φ ∧ ψ)



However: I



|= Most x(φ ∧ ψ) → [Most x : φ][ψ] → Most x(φ → ψ)



I



But no converse implications.
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Most x are not P or Q ; Most Ps are Qs I



Most x(Px → Qx) is consistent with “no P is Q" (hence with ¬[Most x : Px][Qx])
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Most Ps are Qs 9 Most x are P and Q I



[Most x : Px][Qx] is consistent with ¬Most x(Px ∧ Qx).
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Restricted quantification I



Conclusion: the restrictor of most cannot be expressed by a material conditional (too weak) or a conjunction (too strong)



I



Restricted quantification is needed to express if-clauses: (13)



a. b.



Most of the time, if it rains, it gets cold. [Most t : Rt][Ct]



(14)



a.



Most letters are answered if they are shorter than 5 pages. Most letters that are shorter than 5 pages are answered. [Most x : Lx ∧ Sx][Ax].



b. c.
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Picture I



If-clauses usually attach a first quantifier restrictor, giving the effect of restrictive relative clauses.



DP



Answered



Most Letters if



less than 5 pages
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Conditional modality



How to analyze the interaction of a conditional with a modal? (15)



If a murder occurs, the jurors must convene. (in view of what the law provides)



Two prima facie candidates: (16)



a. b.



M → 2J 2(M → J)
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Narrow scope analysis Suppose that: (17)



a. b.



No murder must occur. (in view of what the law provides) 2¬M



Then, monotonicity problem: (18)



2(¬M ∨ P) for every P.



In particular: (19)



2(M → J)



Wanted: avoid automatic inference from “must ¬p" to “must if p, q" (a form of the paradox of material implication) M. Cozic & P. Egré
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Wide scope analysis



(20)



I



a. b.



M → 2J “no murder occurs, or the jurors must convene"



Suppose a murder occurs. Then it should be an unconditional fact about the law that: 2J, ie “the jurors must convene": too strong.
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Illustration



Suppose there are two laws: (21)



(22)



I



a. b.



If no murder occurs, the jurors are not allowed to convene. ¬M → 2¬J



a. b.



If a murder occurs, the jurors must convene. M → 2J



Bad consequence: 2J ∨ 2¬J
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M, w 2 2J ∨ 2¬J, but intuitively: in all the worlds in which a murder occurs, the jurors convene, and in all the worlds in which no murder occurs, the jurors do not convene. M. Cozic & P. Egré
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A syntactic improvement (schema from von Fintel and Heim)



Jurors(w)



M ODAL Must=∀w R(w) if



Murder(w)



Problem: no semantic improvement on the strict conditional analysis when the modal is universal (“must") (but a semantic improvement with “might", “most of the time", ...)
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Kratzer’s solution: informally



I



2p: will be true not simply if p if true at all accessible worlds, but if p is true at all closest accessible worlds, or all ideal accessible worlds.



I



Modality are doubly relative: to an accessibility relation, to an ordering.
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Kratzer’s solution: Doubly relative modalities



I



Conversational background: “a conversational background is the sort of entity denoted by phrases like what the law provides, what we know, etc. ... What the law provides is different from one possible world to another. And what the law provides in a particular world is a set of propositions...."



I



On Kratzer’s analysis: 2 kinds of conversational backgrounds, modal base, and ordering source.
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Schema (from von Fintel and Iatridou 2004)



q M ODAL Must



f



g if



p



Correspondence with Stalnaker-Lewis: I



f ≡ R(w)



I



g ≡≤w
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Modal base



I



The denotation of what we know is the function which assigns to every possible world the set of propositions we know in that world



I



Modal base: function f from W to ℘(℘(W )) such that f (w) = {A, B, ...}



I



By definition: wRf w 0 iff w 0 ∈ ∩f (w)
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Ordering source “there is a second conversational background involved... We may want to call it a stereotypical conversational background (“in view of the normal course of events"). For each world, the second conversational background induces an ordering on the set of worlds accessible from that world". I



Definition of an order: ∀w, w 0 ∈ W , ∀A ⊆ P(W ) : w 
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